Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy is a non-invasive or minimally invasive medical diagnostic modality. Still challenges in noninvasive tools for early shock detection are unresolved especially in spatial resolution and broad range of sampling wavelength for reduced-/ oxy-hemoglobin concentrations detection from tissue sample. To minimize these limitations, we have developed a novel method based on spatially and spectrally resolved diffuse reflectance for shock detection. This study was performed to pick up best dynamic wavelength range sets to detect fine vessel density pattern modulation for shock detection.
Introduction
The mortality rate due to severe shock (induced organ dysfunction or hypo/hyper-perfusion abnormalities) is still unacceptably high [1] . Shock occurs due to insufficient transport of blood carrying oxygen to meet the metabolic demand of tissue. Shock can have a variety of patho-physiological signs, but the outcome results of all shocks are heterogeneous alterations in tissue perfusion caused by microcirculatory dysfunction [2] . Early sign of shock development is alterations in blood vessel density pattern, dramatic decrease in blood pressure, and change in blood oxygenation. The mortality rate due to shock can be decreased by detecting and monitoring the early sign of shock development and providing anti shock treatment. 
Currently the pulse oximetry [3] , doppler ultrasound, doppler OCT [4] , NIRS [5] and diffuse reflectance [6, 7] , technique are widely used for the measurement of blood oxygenation in vivo. These techniques cannot spatially resolve the fine capillary density pattern. OCT can provide high resolution [8] , but still it is complex and very expensive method for diagnostics to apply for critical ill patient in Intensive Care Units. However, most of the existing assessment techniques / tools rely on standard vital signs data, because of the availability of light sources (like LED, laser diode, laser module) in particular wavelengths and their cost effectiveness. Current techniques first measure total hemoglobin (SO 2 ) and from total hemoglobin computes oxy and reduced (deoxy) hemoglobin. Many techniques fails to measure fraction volume of reduced-/ oxy-hemoglobin concentrations at isosbestic points. The physical significance of isosbestic point shows a stable derivative of different spectrum and to determine the point of intersection of the reduced and oxy-hemoglobin spectral curves.
Tissue and hemoglobin (Oxy-and deoxy) are the main visible light absorber ( a ) in epithelium skin layers. Light absorbed by tissue is negligible as compare to the light absorbed by hemoglobin. The amount of light absorbed is directly proportional to the reduced and oxyhemoglobin concentration. The reduced and oxyhemoglobin have distinct absorption spectra in visible wavelength region.
To detect early sign of shock and patho-physiological changes related to shock development, we developed novel method. In our method, we measured spatially and spectrally resolved diffuse reflectance spectra. The measured signals were analyzed with new mathematical approach developed at our lab to compute capillary network modulation and reduced/ oxy-hemoglobin concentrations. In this work, we showed the best dynamic wavelength range sets for data analysis to obtain blood vessel density pattern modulation from artificial phantoms which mimics blood vessel density network.
Materials and Methods

Data Analysis
For best dynamic wavelength range for vessel density modulation detection analysis we measure diffuse reflectance (attenuation curve) from tissue phantoms with grid patterns. Each grid was illuminated with single light delivery sources. The spectrally and spatially resolved measurements were used to retrieve the spatial wiggles from tissue phantoms at different wavelength. The local volume fractions of reduced hemoglobin (RHb), oxyhemoglobin (HbO 2 ) concentration, and blood oxygenation (SO 2 ) are calculated as a function of the detector to source distance [9] . Visible spectrums from 400 nm to 600 nm are selected for analysis where deoxy (reduced) and oxy-hemoglobin shows high absorption distinct peaks. Measured spectra were analyzed using 20 sets of three wavelengths: 0 , 1 and Where, R d ( i ) -diffuse reflectance measured at wavelength i, C RHb , C HbO2 -volume fractions of reduced and oxy-hemoglobin accordingly, aRHb ( i ), aHbO2 ( i ) -absorption coefficients of reduced-/ oxy-hemoglobin at wavelength i .
The extracted volume concentrations of hemoglobin (C RHb , C HbO2 ) and oxygen saturation (SO 2 ) are computed at different wavelength from the solutions of the equation (1) . These concentrations are plotted as a function of the distance between the detector and source [9] .
The novel method of spectrally-spatially resolved diffuse reflectance measurement and analysis techniques has been previously described in the literature (Kanawade et al 2009; 2010 ) the expected modulation pattern retrieved from measured spectra over the grid containing hemoglobin solution and without hemoglobin solution are shown in The best modulation can be define as a modulation which shows the highest deviation (difference) between the adjacent measured RHb concentration values, similarly for HbO 2 concentration values calculated form the spectra measured over grid with hemoglobin and without hemoglobin (as a detector to light source distance). The best dynamic wave length ranges for spatial modulation detection are selected on the basis of statistics (variance). Higher the variance value better is the modulation. The variance is calculated from measured C RHb and C HbO2 values (for detector to light source distance). The variance is measured as follows:
Where, var(x) -variance, x -mean value, x i -measured value, N -Total number of measurements.
Experimental setup of Vessel density pattern/Modulation detection (shock)
The experimental set up includes nine optical fibers arranged over the epoxy phantom (which mimics blood vessel density network) grid in an array. Eight fibers are used as a light delivery fibers (0.22 NA, 600 m core, multimode, Thorlabs, USA) connected to high power broad band mercury light source (Newport, 71205, 100W). One optical fiber (0.22 NA. 200 μm, multimode, Medspeclab, Canada) is used as detector connected to the spectrometer (QE65000 ® , signal to noise ratio -1000:1, dynamic range -25000:1, Ocean Optics, USA) (Fig. 3) . Distance between the fibers is 2.5 mm. Out of the eight optical fibers four fibers (L1, L3, L5, and L8) are arranged over grid containing hemoglobin solution and rest four optical fibers are placed on the phantom surface. The fiber tips were positioned over the plate surface at a distance of 2 mm. The diffuse reflectance signal was acquired with Spectrasuit™ software (Ocean Optics, USA). The attenuation curve was collected by one light source activated at a time (Integration time -100 millisecond, scan to average -2). Three sets of measurement were performed on a freshly prepared oxy-hemoglobin sample (90 g/l, SIGMA-Aldrich, Germany) from dry hemoglobin powder dissolved in distilled water; sodium bicarbonate solution was added (20 g/l, SIGMA-Aldrich, Germany) in a proportion 1:1 to obtain mainly oxygenated hemoglobin at ultimate concentration of 45 g/l.
Results and Discussion
Result analysis shows a successful extraction of spatially resolved blood vessel density pattern from the measured diffuse reflectance signals over the phantom plate for different sets of three adjacent wavelengths (within 20nm wavelength range), to compute RHb and HbO 2 . Measured reduced-, oxy-hemoglobin concentration and oxygen saturation for different wavelength sets are plotted with respect to the detector to source distance (phantom gridLight source position) on Fig. 4 .A-C respectively. Clear modulation pattern for reduced and oxy hemoglobin are observed on the plot (Fig. 4 A, B) for three best wavelength sets ((480, 490, 500 nm), (520, 530, 540 nm), (590, 600, 610 nm) (Fig. 4 A, B) . The modulations are not seen in Fig.4 A, From table 1 the wavelength set (590, 600, 610 nm) shows highest variance values for Reduced and Oxy Hemoglobin. Modulation found for this wavelength sets are the best modulation. The wavelength range (590, 600, 610 nm) is close near to the isosbestic wavelength 584 nm range. Fine modulations are also detected at wavelength sets (480, 490, 510 nm) and (520, 530, 540 nm) are the isosbestic wavelength range where the molar extinction coefficient values of reduced hemoglobin and oxy-hemoglobin are same i.e. aRHb ( i ) = aHbO2 ( i ).
The best wavelength sets for analysis shows higher variance and spatial pattern modulation. All best wavelength sets for analysis are located nearer to the isosbestic wavelength. The analyzed result shows that the novel method can potentially extract faction volumes of reduced-/ oxy-hemoglobin concentrations nearer to the isosbestic wavelength range. This analysis technique will help to select cheap laser Diodes/Modules and light sources to reduce the cost the diagnostic techniques. It also improves the quality of the data analysis algorithms for the wavelengths region nearer to the isosbestic point.
Conclusion
From this study it can be concluded that wavelength set (600, 590, 610 nm) is the best wavelength set for data analysis and fine vessel density modulation detection in terms of RHb and HbO 2 . The method of spectrally-spatially resolved diffuse reflectance techniques with best dynamic wavelength sets can be applied for real time monitoring of relative changes in the capillary density spatial pattern for shock detection in Intensive Care Units (ICU).
